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From the Headmaster
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THE POLAR
BEAR PLUNGE
Soon after the school year
begins, our 9th graders,
one half continuing and
one half new Prep students, forge a new class
on their trip to Catalina
Island, symbolized by a
communal early morning
jump into an icy ocean.

SENIOR LAWN AND
PATIO TAKEOVER
Decades of alumni relish
the memories of presiding
over the school from their
sacred spaces during the
12th grade year. In our
spring awards ceremony,
the junior class publicly
accepts responsibility for
leading the school the
following year before
racing to claim its lawn
and patio. The exclusive
privilege signifies the
seniors’ pivotal role in the
life of the school.

STUDENT/TEACHER
CONNECTION
Less an event than an ongoing reality, the generosity and affection between
generations is routinely
identified as an essential
school strength. The ritual
chosen to represent this
core experience is Community Impact Fair/Club
Rush, in which students
explore extracurricular
and service impact opportunities that teachers
volunteer to supervise.

FAMILY BBQ
While classes now start in
late August, the symbolic beginning of the
school year is the Family
BBQ two weeks later, an
outgrowth of the historic
Flintridge Preparatory
School for Boys Father/
Son Steak Fry. The Fathers
Club hosts 1,100-strong in
the largest campus event
of the year.

ACL SPECIAL OLYMPICS
The Athletic Council on
Leadership, directed by
Alex Rivera, is completing its first decade as a
leadership, service and
sportsmanship organization. In 2015, ACL hosted
the Special Olympics
World Games, an extension of our ongoing
tradition of hosting local
games annually.
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This winter, I’ve been reflecting on 10 photos we selected to demonstrate
the school’s “secret sauce” to our accreditation visiting committee. Our
debates over the 10 pictures that represented the essence of Prep were
spirited. Several of the images are time-honored, resonating through the
decades. Others celebrate more recent additions to the culture. All capture
features of our unique community.
Singly, each of these rituals has its particular charm. Taken together, they
offer insight into the values, passions and priorities of Flintridge Prep.
— Peter Bachmann, Headmaster
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COMMUNITY IMPACT
PROJECTS
The STEAM & Service Fair
has long been a middle
school tradition, in recent
years augmented by
Hilary Thomas’ vision for
an 8th grade community
impact project, employing scientific analysis to
determine the results of
community service. This
emphasis on using data
to measure outcomes
now informs our entire
approach to community
engagement.

MR. FLINTRIDGE PREP
Entering its second
decade, this secondsemester charity fundraiser highlights senior
boys’ comedy, dance and
musical skills (?). It is no
coincidence that many
school rituals speak to the
students’ growing commitment to supporting
the community.

SPORTS CELEBRATIONS
While each athletic team
defines and celebrates
success uniquely, we also
celebrate as a school.
One time-honored
tradition takes place on
Jorgensen Patio, when
each member of a League
championship team rings
the historic bell from the
U.S.S. Drew. Through
celebrations and traditions, our athletes are
connected to each other
and to Prep long beyond
graduation.

FACULTY-STAFF
SOFTBALL GAME
For teachers and staff, the
summer begins after our
final meetings in June,
with our annual softball
game and BBQ. Skill levels and stamina vary, but
the laughs and love are
constant, as we celebrate
another successful year.

10.

JUNIOR
INTERNSHIP DAY
A recently conceived ritual
occurs near the end of the
school year, as our juniors
benefit from spending a
day with a Prep parent or
alum, gaining insights into
a specific profession and
the work world in general.
The alumni generosity in
hosting is the embodiment of Prep for Life.
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CASE STUDY

GRADE-LEVEL MEETINGS
by Mel Malmberg
Student details in this story are
fictionalized.
IT’S THREE O’CLOCK on a Wednesday,
halfway through the second quarter.
Thirty members of the faculty begin to
make their way to the conference room.
In addition to the teachers, there is a
librarian, the director of admissions, the
dean of students and the headmaster,
as well as two grade-level deans.
The group has assembled on a
sunny afternoon for a grade level meeting. Known vernacularly as grade levels,
the stated purpose of the six meetings
(one held for each grade; each held
once a month) is to gather information
about and plan a course of action for
students who may need a helping hand.
However, in a typical meeting, the how
is much more than the what.
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There is a palpable sense of
belonging as the faculty settle in, not
unlike the rituals that unfold in their
classrooms several times a day: a mix of
joshing and laughter; some pats on the
back; sincere, quiet side conversations.
These faculty are connected, comfortable and, at last, ready to go to work.
This is how a typical session might
go: The grade level dean introduces
a student whose grade in a class has
fallen from a B to a C in the last month.
This is a red flag. There is surprise and
concern, a rustling around the room.
Since the meeting includes both the
student’s current teachers, as well
as those who taught or coached the
student in the past or know the student
from various activities, no one is left out
of the conversation.
Teachers chime in with observations: History might be a developing
passion; the student was participating

in an athletic playoff this fall; biology,
especially hands-on work in the lab, is
another strength. Last year’s teachers
remember the student’s confidence
when talking to adults. They remember warmth and energy, a student who
thrives on projects. In last year’s musical,
says one, this student was a go-to for
dance routines. Amid talk about the
student’s learning styles, past achievements, involvements on and off campus,
everyone asks, “How can we help?”
And then something happens—
restraint.
Two teachers who have a rapport
with the student volunteer to reach out.
They will make sure there are no other
issues besides achieving a balance of
academics and outside activities. They
will ensure that things are well at home
and in the student’s personal life, that
there are strong friendships and connections on campus. They will recommend

strategies for catching up—encouraging
the student to talk to his or her parents,
getting faculty tutoring, talking to senior
leaders for studying strategies, seeking
the advice of a peer counselor.
Avoiding unilateralism and reactionary decision making, the grade level
dean says, “We don’t want to advise the
student not to do the musical this year;
it’s a social and physical outlet and a
chance to have a leadership role. Let’s
see if these talks help before we call
home. We’ll keep in touch this month to
see if there is progress, and make sure
that there’s more help available—whatever’s needed.”
Nods all around the room. It’s a
good plan that provides support but
ultimately puts the responsibility on the
student. It’s a 360-degree look, a warm,
caring, professional evaluation and a
demonstration of the ability of Prep’s
faculty to offer human resources precisely when and where they’re needed.
The meeting goes on, and the
teachers discuss plans to help other
students who may be experiencing a
family crisis or other challenge. Personal issues blend with academics, and
academics bleed into extracurricular
activities. The teachers, discussing
their students and their learning styles,
strengths, weaknesses and passions
strive for balance and understanding.
Grade level meetings predate
Peter Bachmann’s tenure at Prep, but
they have evolved from meetings to
bemoan a student’s failure to the
Prep family’s situation room, where
data meets intuition and professional
expertise. The insights that are
revealed, shared with just the right
people all gathered in one room, with
respectful discretion, give context to a
bombed quiz or a missed homework
assignment.

Prep is a collaborative
community. We play to
each others’ strengths rather
than weaknesses. There is no
jockeying for position.
— MAYA OKAMOTO ’14

76%

OF STUDENTS COME
FROM PRIVATE SCHOOLS

24%

OF STUDENTS COME
FROM PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Students
come to
Prep from

22% OF STUDENTS

HAVE SIBLINGS AT PREP

101
schools.

*numbers are approximate based on survey results

This is a culture of empathy and
gratitude at work, and the ripples are
widely felt. In fact, in a given school
year, just about every student’s name
arises in a grade level meeting. This is
not a meeting about the kids “at the
top,” or the kids “at the bottom,” but
about all the kids, wherever they are, in
the middle of their lives as students.
The meetings exemplify Bachmann’s
focus on people, empathy and respect,
not just with students, but with faculty
and alumni. Months, years and decades
after graduation, alumni come back to
campus, remembering the teacher with
whom they had the special connection,
the coach who nurtured a talent, the
adult on campus who listened with the
ear of a friend and the guiding hand of
a mentor. They usually don’t know about
the work beyond the work, seeking and
offering insight to provide just the right
support at just the right moment. o

I have been around this
campus since I was five years
old, and my kids have come
to sporting events and parties
since before they could walk,
because Prep is like a family
to me, full of good people that
I want my kids around. The
faculty are like my brothers
and sisters, always there for
me to talk to, and the students
are like my nieces and nephews
—a little rowdy, but excited to
see you every day.
— SEAN BEATTIE
PE Department chair
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PETER BACHMANN

QA

Most headmasters give up
their roles in the classroom.
Why did you insist on
continuing to teach?
First of all, I think it’s an important part of my
personal identity. I really love to teach and
I always have. I thought it would be good for
the school too, because I do feel I can
empathize and understand teaching and
learning a lot more because I do it. I know
what it’s like to go home on weekends to
read papers.
What were your priorities
in the early days?

It’s been a busy school
year for Peter Bachmann.
In October, he helped the
school launch its capital
campaign and celebrated
his 25th year as headmaster,
just a week before watching
his son get married. This
February, the school underwent a CAIS accreditation
visit, the culmination of
18 months of self-study.
He watched a student be
crowned Rose Queen and
helped cheer on two sports
teams to State championships. Bachmann also
completed a new book,
Advancing Confidently,
which is due out this spring.
Multiply these events, and
others like them, by 25,
and you get a glimpse into
Bachmann’s tenure at the
helm of Flintridge Prep.
Here he reflects on those
years and re-imagines the
school’s future.
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In 1980, you were offered jobs
at Prep and another area school—
what made you choose Prep?
I took the Prep offer for counterintuitive
reasons. I just liked it. I liked the feeling
of the campus, I liked the coziness, I liked
the people I met, and I liked the studentteacher relationships I observed. I was
hugely impressed with the other school.
It almost felt like a small college. There
was more money there, and actually my
preferred classes. It was kind of crazy
that I chose Prep.
When you started at Prep,
did you foresee that 35 years
later you would still be here and
in the role of Headmaster?
No. I thought I’d be here two or three years.
My predecessor, Ed Anderson, gave me
opportunities along the way, which I really
appreciated. In my third year, he gave me
the opportunity to sort of tiptoe into college
counseling, which I found fascinating, and
to become 12th grade dean. I did all that for
about three years and then I became dean
of students in 1985. He was really generous
about helping me forward my career.

I think in the early years I learned that we
had to be really intentional, and we had to
communicate our intentions very clearly.
For example, early on we said human
development is as important as intellectual
development, and that became a mantra.
We were going to value human development,
we were going to name it and we were going
to try to keep them equal. Once we had
a calling card like that, we could explain
ourselves to ourselves, and we could explain
ourselves to the outside community more
clearly. I think calling out who we were and
who we wanted to be was something I
learned to do early on.
How have you approached
change at Prep?
I really like being a tortoise more than a hare.
We’re a good tortoise school. We moved
from the back of the pack to the front of the
pack in financial aid, we moved from the back
to the front in faculty salaries, but not in one
or two years, in 20 years. Every year, every
budget, we would privilege those two lines
so that each year over time we just climbed
and climbed until we got to the top on those
issues. We’re not very good at flash; we’re
good at slow and steady wins the race. We
also learned to be organic and to trust the
idiosyncratic nature of Prep—to try to have
reform come from within rather than try to
take a plan that worked at one school and
superimpose it, without changing it, onto us.
We got really good at mixing and matching.

You’ve worked really hard to
put people first. How have you
cultivated Prep’s famous
sense of community?
We don’t want teachers who are looking at
their watches all the time. This is an all-in
place. It’s all-in for the kids and all-in for the
adults. We want people who want to be at an
all-in place. We set the faculty as the number
one priority. We set professional development
as a priority in the first campaign, in the early
1990s, and we established faculty chairs
early on—partly to honor people and partly to
symbolize the faculty. We tried to go for topnotch benefits, so it was people first but it was
really faculty first of all, with the theory that
if you get a great Board and you get a great
faculty, all kinds of interesting things start
popping up of their own volition and start
taking care of themselves. We had to have a
great student body, but first we had to build
the faculty before the people were going
to come.
You keep saying we—who is we?
All of us. When I say “we,” I’m talking about
the faculty, certainly those who stayed around
for 10 or 20 or 30 or 40 years. Some aren’t
here now, but those who were here long
enough to get to know the culture, take on
leadership roles and have their moment in the
history of the school. There have been a lot of
“wes.” Certainly the Board has been fantastic
throughout, always strategic, always mission
driven, always supportive and always sincere.
What does being “all-in”
look like to you?
The secret for me is I don’t really know the
difference between my work and my play. If
I’m reading a book, I don’t know if I’m reading
it for my class, for myself or to get an idea for
a Board initiative. They all fuse together. And
I really do believe that if I won the lottery I’d
keep my job.

You wrote a second book,
set for release this year.
What was the inspiration?
I love to see people who find a passion, find
a calling, find a ministry and are all-in. I’m
inspired by people like that, and we’ve got a
lot of them here at this school. I understand
the anxiety over the downturn of ‘08, the
perceived difficulty of getting into colleges
and perhaps economic uncertainty, that we’re
in more of an age of anxiety, one in which kids
are not necessarily encouraged and don’t feel
the same capacity to take risks and to follow
their passion. So I really wanted to celebrate
people who, in Thoreau’s terms, “advanced
confidently in the direction of their dreams.”

I really wanted
to celebrate
people who
in Thoreau’s terms,
“advanced confidently
in the direction of
their dreams.”

How do you keep the
community feeling connected
even after graduation?
The core of my vision is Prep for Life—the
sense of timeless culture. It’s not simply about
the experience you have on this campus,
it’s not simply about being in La Cañada and
being a student, it’s this astonishing capacity
for this community to continue to grow as
kids graduate and as they grow up. The
people who come back to teach, the people
who come back as parents. The astonishing
vibrancy of this community and its almost
mystical ability for it to grow out there. Which
is why I love every initiative we have to help
it grow.
What will help facilitate
that growth in the future?
It’s about the flight of imagination that’s taking
place on this campus and the potential for
people to be able to leverage their expertise,
their analysis and their creativity. I think that
to have the conversations that already extend
beyond the classroom to just bubble up higher
and higher—that’s really the vision. And the
means to that vision are enhancing facilities,
adding additional types of technology, even
more new, inspired teachers, the increasingly
intentional alumni program—all of that, I think,
is of a piece. o
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PREP IS PREP
BECAUSE…

I run out of breath saying hi
to everyone from different
grades in the halls. Prep is
Prep because I can try something new every day without
the fear of judgment. And
finally Prep is Prep because
your classmates are your
biggest fans.
— TALIA YESSAIE ’16

Prep is a safe haven. Things
that happen outside drop
away when we come onto
campus. This is a supportive,
loving environment for faculty
and students, and with each
other.
— VATCHE HAGOPIAN
mathematics teacher

Prep faculty and
staff hold

90
BACHELOR’S DEGREES

52
MASTER’S DEGREES

and

8

DOCTORATES

— REGGIE URSETTIE
librarian

We look for students with a joie
de vivre, who are playful, who
have something to say, who
are kind, who are interested in
others, who are enthusiastic
learners. As a result, everyone
truly wants to talk with each
other.
— MEGAN VERBECK
8th grade dean and English teacher

You can have a genuine,
amazing conversation here.
We give each other support,
we talk about what we want
to do in the future, what we
are doing now: academics, our
lives, our pathways.
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OF PREP ALUMNI
LIVE IN NEW YORK,
WASHINGTON
AND TEXAS

OF PREP
ALUMNI LIVE IN
CALIFORNIA

It’s a soft place to fall.
It’s a school with a heart.

— TIM TREINEN ’18

6%

77%

*numbers are approximate based on survey results

ALUMNI HAVE ATTENDED
MORE THAN

480

COLLEGES
AROUND THE COUNTRY
AND THE WORLD

48%

OF PREP
ALUMNI
ARE
UNDER 35

IT’S A FAMILY AFFAIR

PREP ALUMNI
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Baribaults Take Turns on the Board
For nearly a quarter century, there has been a member of the Baribault
family on the Flintridge Prep Board of Trustees. Bill helped hire Peter
Bachmann in 1991, and his wife, Susan, and their son, Paul ’92, have both
served multiple terms. Together, they have helped shape Prep’s message,
mission and outcomes over the last two and a half decades. Their
daughter, Maryann Baribault Zeira ’96, has mentored students through
the school’s Junior Internship Day program.
Director of Finance Kim Kinder says the Baribaults are an institutional
expression of Prep’s family culture. “If you see the Board functioning like
wise grandparents—encouraging, guiding, cheerleading, correcting—
you can understand their role,” she says. “Bill, Susan and Paul all brought
commitment and smarts to their years on the Board, but each one understood the school from a different perspective and used their talents in different ways. Bill was a great executive mentor, Susan understood the core
importance of faculty, and Paul brought his experience as a student and
an alumnus to his marketing expertise. They all propelled us forward.”
The Baribaults say that, like a family, Prep consistently helps students
and faculty be the best they can be.
“At Prep, rigor and warmth are not mutually exclusive,” Paul says.
“When you talk about Prep’s value set, this is at the core, and always has
been: When you are raising a person for life, it’s not about grades or
where you go to college, it’s about the whole person, and what they
are about.”
Bill says Bachmann has been the steward of this culture. “You can
define the goal going forward when the past has been so consistent,”
he says. “What mattered to Peter back then is what matters to him now:
keeping the faculty strong and consistent. The students’ intellectual and
emotional development always come first. There is no fixed, inflexible
program; instead, Prep leads students to a curriculum to which they can
aspire. And continuous, lifelong learning, for students and faculty, is part
of the process.”
Susan agrees. “How Peter has always looked at this is, the students
are going to college in a few short years. So his leadership, and the
faculty’s skill and nurturing, prepare the kids for independence and responsibility. Prep students leave with the sense that they can take a risk.
If they want something, they feel like they can engage respectfully
in conversations—be accountable, be able to articulate a passion—
to be collaborative.”
Paul ended his term on the Board this fall, but the ripple effects
of the Baribault service to the Board—from helping hire Bachmann to
helping keep the school stable while stewarding it through an everevolving world—will continue to be felt. o
— Mel Malmberg

LIVE IN
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

PREP FACULTY AND
STAFF MEMBERS
WERE BORN IN

22
12

STATES

AND

COUNTRIES

MORE THAN

50%

OF
FACULTY AND STAFF
SPEAK MORE THAN
ONE LANGUAGE

You have amazing people
brought into the school, and
everyone got along. Coming
out of Prep you are more
than ready for life after high
school—on a personal
level and academically.
It’s a rock-solid foundation,
and you can really
build something on it.
— UMAR HUSSAIN ’06
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ALUMNI
GIVE BACK
by Bailey Larson
W E ’ R E ALWAYS HEAR I N G STORI ES

about Prep alumni giving back. They
tutor at schools, build houses for
Habitat for Humanity and donate time
and talent to causes around the globe.
We talked to five alumni who have
made big impacts in the lives of others
—just a small sampling of the good
work Rebels are doing out in the world.
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NOELLE ITO ‘98 doesn’t have a clear
memory of when she decided she
wanted to work in nonprofits—there
was no major “Aha!” moment—it’s just
something that was in her DNA. She
majored in human services at George
Washington University and earned
her MBA in nonprofit management
from American Jewish University. She
has since worked at nonprofits from
DC to LA. Currently, she serves as
the vice president of programs for
Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders in
Philanthropy (AAPIP). The organization
works to increase charitable investments
for underserved AAPI communities,
and Ito coordinates research and
community philanthropy programs to
increase impact. “I was brought on to
start a giving campaign, trying to get
everyday people involved in giving,”
Ito says. “There’s a conception that
Asian Americans are doing really well,
but there are still a lot of needs in the
community that go unfunded.” In 2012,
Ito received a White House Champion
of Change award for her service. Ito’s
sister, LESLIE ITO ’92, is the President
and CEO of the Japanese American
Cultural and Community Center in Los
Angeles, so service is definitely a family
tradition. And Noelle says family is at
the heart of their service: “The tough
times that my grandparents and parents
experienced—this is our way of paying
it forward.”

Just out of college and working in
consulting, CHRIS BRYAN ‘90 had a
crazy schedule that didn’t allow time for
consistent volunteering. But he missed
the fulfillment he got from giving back
to the community. So he and a group of
college friends got together and decided to create a volunteer opportunity for
themselves. In 1995, the group met for
a weekend and came up with a mission
statement, setting a goal to raise $3,000
to fund scholarships for underserved
students. “We said, ‘Allright, if we don’t
raise any money, we’re on the hook for
three grand,’” Bryan remembers. “We
all shook on it.” Twenty years later,
Education First is operating in eight
cities across the US and has awarded
more than $700,000 in scholarship aid,
primarily through volunteer support.
Bryan says that in these two decades,
he’s gleaned a lot of personal satisfaction from giving opportunity to students
who are often overlooked. “We want
to help the next tier of students—those
with academic promise but who may
not be valedictorian,” he says. “They’re
students with grit—students who can
overcome setbacks and still achieve a
long-term goal of earning a college
degree. I think that’s what differentiates
us in the scholarship world—life experience first, GPA second.”

For the past 10 summers, REBECCA
WEE ’09 has visited Sarang House
Orphanage in China. She has seen the
same children at the orphanage year
after year, watching them grow from
toddlers to teens as the home expanded from a shelter for five children
to one for 40. In the same time period,
Wee has gone from a high school
volunteer to college student to programs manager at Ignis Community, a
nonprofit founded by her father that
designs and builds community-based
facilities in China, North Korea, Mexico
and the Amazon region. Wee majored
in fine arts at UCLA and after graduation started working for Ignis, where she
quickly learned that she had a passion
for innovation and for giving back. “I
wanted to do business, but for good,”
she says. “I’m intrigued by businesses
that are social enterprises—they make a
profit, but they also change the world.”
Wee graduated in the inaugural class of
the master’s in social entrepreneurship
program in the Marshall School of Business at USC in May 2015 and dreams
of someday starting her own company.
“It’s so important to look forward and
to think about how I can do good, and
how I can make the world a better place
for me and for future generations,” she
says. “With all I had access to growing
up, going to Prep, I like to think about
how I can give back to a community that
doesn’t have access to as much.”

GENNY COOK LEWIS ’05 needed a
change. After college, she took a job
in marketing, thinking she would keep
business and service separate—she’d
have a career outside of nonprofits and
volunteer on the side. But the job didn’t
leave much time for personal fulfillment,
which led Lewis and her husband to a
dramatic decision. In 2014, they quit
their jobs, sold most of their belongings
on Craigslist and moved to Paraguay
with the Peace Corps. “I was waking
up and not feeling inspired,” she says.
“Now, I’m so happy. I wake up and I’m
in charge of my day.” The pair works in
community economic development, and
they make a direct impact every day,
from teaching computer-skills classes to
at-risk youth to working with high school
students to increase civic participation
and promote good citizenship and leadership. The couple also taught entrepreneurial skills, like creating a business
plan and running a business—there are
now two new businesses in Paraguay
thanks in part to their efforts. The pair
has integrated well with Paraguayan
culture and they feel energized by the
experience. The Lewises’ service ends
in July, and they have plans to travel,
eventually making their way back to Los
Angeles and the professional world. But
this time, Lewis wants to find a career
that fulfills more of her passions. While
she’s not yet sure what that will mean,
she has time to figure it out.

In his fourth year of medical school at
Jefferson Medical College, SANJAY
DALUVOY ‘92 went to Sri Lanka to
help with tsunami relief. What he found
surprised him: “The need was not for
immediate medical care, but for infrastructure development,” he says. “The
hospitals and medical structures were
wiped out.” He went home determined
to help. He and a few friends created
a goal: to build a pediatric hospital.
Over the next five years, they raised
more than a million dollars and worked
with government officials in Sri Lanka
to build the hospital and hand it over
to the government. The project was
a huge success, but Daluvoy wasn’t
finished. He helped found the World
Children’s Initiative to improve healthcare and educational infrastructure for
children in developing areas around the
world. The organization’s second project
is nearing completion—the group built
a Children’s Heart Center at a hospital
in Uganda and has helped to equip and
train medical professionals to treat children with heart defects. All this, despite
the fact that Daluvoy works full-time
as a plastic and reconstructive surgeon
in North Carolina. In the future he
hopes to merge these skills with WCI.
He credits his parents for making giving
back a major part of his life. “That sense
of service on top of your work was just
something I learned from my parents,”
he says. “I always wanted to incorporate
it into my life, and hopefully I can teach
my kids the same lesson.” o
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PREP LAUNCHES CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
The public phase of the Transforming the Future: Enrich, Inspire, Ignite campaign is off to an impressive start. Your gifts have
secured funding for many important projects and programs, from facility renovations to human development initiatives.
Thanks to the confidence of our extended family of parents, alumni, friends and partners, Prep can begin to look ahead
to a bright future that includes a solid financial foundation, increased funding for scholarships and unique programs and
a modern, flexible campus.
If you’ve been meaning to express your gratitude to Prep, there is no better time than now.

PERPETUATE STRENGTHS

Enrich

the entire Prep community by creating ongoing
support for scholarships, human development and innovative study.
The campaign has already helped fund several new endowments that
support:
i
i
i
i

Athletics and arts initiatives
Senior leadership and mentoring programs
Faculty development
Need-based tuition assistance

FOSTER ENTREPRENEURIAL LEARNING

Inspire exploration and a lifetime love of learning in students
and faculty. Gifts to the campaign have already established support for:
i
i
i
i

Community impact programs
Independent research opportunities
Annual financial aid grants
Idea Lab initiatives

RE-IMAGINE THE FUTURE

Ignite

possibilities by improving the buildings, grounds
and technology at Prep. The campaign has already reinvigorated the
campus by completing:
i Renovations of the 20s, 30s, 40s and 50s classrooms,
science labs and Norris Auditorium
i Campus-wide technology upgrades
i New land acquisition

Be a part of the transformation. Give today.
www.flintridgeprep.org/giving
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Take Note
MEET PREP’S NEW TRUSTEES

All three are parents; two are alumni

CAMPAIGN KICKOFF
In October, the school marked a new beginning and
honored a milestone. At a dual celebration, the school
launched its capital campaign and honored Peter
Bachmann’s 25th year as headmaster.
Bachmann and Board of Trustees Chair Mohan
Chandramohan both spoke about the school’s strategic
plans for the future, which include endowment funding,
capital improvements and technology upgrades.
In his remarks, Bachmann acknowledged the
generosity and commitment of hundreds of community
members—a true extended family of students, parents,
alumni, Board members and faculty—who have helped
Prep become a nationally recognized school and his own
home away from home. He also recognized that we’re
not done yet.
With a champagne toast, Bachmann officially
launched Phase I of the Transforming the Future: Enrich,
Inspire, Ignite campaign and gave attendees a sneak
peek of the school’s new Master Plan.
The campaign goal for Phase I is to raise $16 million
by 2016. Phase II will be focused on implementing
elements of the new Master Plan, which promises to
transform the campus over the next two decades. For
more on the Master Plan, see page 32.

For almost 20 years, Jeff Crawford ’86 has
been senior vice president at Warner Bros.
Pictures, where he is in charge of movie and
TV content for all non-theatrical markets.
He served as a Prep trustee from 2005-2011
and has also served on the Verdugo Hills
Hospital board. Crawford earned his BA
from the University of Colorado, Boulder, in
1990. He and his wife, Orsi, have two children, Jack ‘20, and Christopher, who is in
elementary school. They live in La Cañada.
Andrew Crowell is president of Crowell,
Weedon & Co. Prior to his career in financial services, Crowell was associated with
Russ Reid Company, an advertising agency
working with nonprofits. He serves on the
North American Advisory Board of the
London School of Economics and Political Science and the board of the YMCA of
Metropolitan Los Angeles. His many community involvements include Two Oaks
Investment Management, LLC, Five Acres
and the Children’s Aid Society. Crowell
graduated from Stanford University and
earned a postgraduate degree from the
LSE. He and his wife, Keri, have a son,
Thomas, and a daughter, Christine ’18.
Vas Sarma ‘89 is a USC-trained physician
with board certification in internal medicine, pulmonary diseases and critical care
medicine. He has additional expertise in
lung transplantation and cardiothoracic
surgical critical care. He has been director of the Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles
Medical Center’s Cardiovascular Surgical
Intensive Care Program since 2007 and is
earning a master’s degree in Health Care
Management from Harvard. Sarma served
on the board at Crestview Preparatory
School in La Cañada and was chair from
2008-2010. He and his wife, Sabena, have a
daughter, Saya ‘20, and a son, Nayan, who
attends Crestview.
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Two New Department Chairs: the language and math of it
Fabian Bejarano was born in
Los Angeles as a first generation US citizen. His parents
are from Colombia, and he
spent six years of his early
life there. Originally planning for law school, Bejarano
studied philosophy at UCLA.
But he had a change of heart
his senior year, and after college he took a teaching assistant job at a local school.
He made the job permanent
after a year, teaching algebra
and Spanish, and ultimately
becoming Spanish Department Chair there.
In 2010, Bejarano came to Prep to teach Spanish, where he
has now taught his way through the entire curriculum. He currently teaches the youngest students Spanish I and seniors AP
Spanish Literature—“I get both ends of the spectrum,” he says.
Bejarano took over as World Languages Department Chair
this fall.
On the importance of learning a language…
“I think it would be extremely detrimental to someone’s education if they didn’t learn a language. There’s just so much you
acquire—it’s not just about vocabulary and grammar, it’s about
the culture and customs and connecting with people from a different world perspective.”
On his role as department chair…
“It’s mostly working with our faculty to make sure they’re
teaching to the best of their ability, making sure we’re providing opportunities for professional growth and maybe offering
guidance and assistance if needed. And also being a little innovative—in language, we have to keep up with technology, so
that’s a huge component of our curriculum.”
On trends in world language education…
“I think there’s a whole movement for teaching toward proficiency. Instead of just, ‘Here’s a test, memorize the vocabulary
and grammar.’ It’s more of a, ‘Show me how you can use the
language.’ It’s really student centered.”
On technology…
“We have our own language lab, and it’s a great way for us to
have students do their own research, to do online activities or
to use audio. We also use iPads in the classroom, sometimes
just as a quick research tool, but also to do video projects and
to correspond with students in France and Nicaragua.”
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Lesley Fox stumbled into
teaching. She was researching melanoma and applying
to physical therapy programs
when a good friend asked her
to take a teaching spot at a
small private school in West
Los Angeles.
“I fell in love with teaching,” she says.
She gave up physical
therapy and got a master’s in
higher education, specializing in math. After three years
in the field, she started teaching at Prep. In 18 years, she has taught Algebra I, Algebra II,
Geometry, Statistics and Precalculus, and this fall she took over
as Department Chair. John Romano, the previous chair, remains
at Prep teaching AP Physics and Calculus BC.
Fox has two children, Lily ‘20 and Jakob ‘18, both Prep students. If she could, she’d enroll her goldendoodle, p.
On math…
“I just like the way numbers work. Everything in life imitates
math, but the math is the only thing that is pure and real and
perfect. Nothing else is perfect. The theory and philosophy behind it—it just speaks to me.”
On Prep’s math program…
“There are so many things that are special about our math curriculum. John Romano made it special. You can start as early
as Prealgebra at Prep, and you can go all the way through to
Multivariable Calculus, which is two to three years outside of
high school math.”
On Prep’s math teachers…
“I think we just have really patient and curious math teachers
who encourage the kids to tinker with the math—to sit with it
and think about it. There’s a lot of freedom to make mistakes
and to try it again. There’s room to play with it.”
On teaching methods…
“We try to show students different ways to learn math. There’s
one right answer, but there are 40 ways to get to that right answer. And it doesn’t matter which one you choose as long as it
resonates with you.”
On Prep…
“I love the relationships I have with my students and with their
parents. And my colleagues—the people at Prep really rally for
each other. It’s a place where I really just feel like I belong, like
I’m a piece of this puzzle.”

Prep Welcomes New Faculty and Staff
This fall, six new teachers brought their
energy and expertise to Prep’s classrooms
in the World Languages, Performing Arts,
Marth and English Departments. The Communications and External Affairs Departments also welcomed new staff.
Cari Banning returned to
Prep to teach Spanish after an eight-year hiatus to
raise her children, who are
now 8 and 11. She holds a
BA in Spanish and an MA
in Spanish Linguistics from
Brigham Young University. During her time
away, she found herself drawn to books
and articles about the brain and the learning process. “The more I can understand
about it, the better I can facilitate it,” she
says. Señora Banning has found the same
warm, supportive faculty camaraderie she
knew from her initial stint teaching at Prep.
“I appreciate the formal and informal sharing of ideas as well as pedagogical successes and failures. That interaction makes
me a better teacher. And the students are
still great! I like the gradual (and not so
gradual!) unveiling of individual personalities in a class as the year progresses.”
Jennifer Bascom, Prep’s
new drama teacher, is an
improvisation expert with
a BFA from the University
of Rhode Island. In addition, she is a working writer
and actor in TV, commercials and film. Watchers of ComedySportz
will recognize her as the unflaggingly funny
umpire of many matches at Prep. Teaching drama, she says, is exciting, especially
when students surprise themselves in a performance or an exercise. “Theater allows
us to explore human choices. As students
dive into characters, or make decisions as
directors, or express their personal point
of view as storytellers, they learn so much
about themselves. There is nothing more
satisfying than understanding yourself and
celebrating that. Theater offers that. And
to be involved in that part of the students’
journeys is an honor.”

Dr. Shane Frewen teaches physics and computer
science. He received his
BA in physics from UC
Berkeley and his doctorate in astronomy from
UCLA, where he also led
the outreach group Astronomy Live! for
two years, teaching science at local schools
with rocket launches, homemade comets
and solar telescope viewings. “The human
connection, the opportunity to improvise
to convey a certain topic to a certain person, being able to share my love of a subject—these are my reasons for teaching,”
Frewen says. “Every day in the classroom is
an opportunity, and really a responsibility,
to excite someone about a subject I care
about. During my research I thought a lot
about whether my graduate work was really benefiting anyone—I don’t have that
thought at Prep. Hearing a student say
‘Oh! I get it now!’ is one of my favorite feelings in the world.”
Heba Hathout teaches
pre-algebra and precalculus. She earned her
BA in comparative literature and education from
Princeton and her MA
in mathematics education from Harvard. She previously taught
middle school mathematics at Polytechnic
School and coached a MathCounts team.
She says the students at Prep are kind and
thoughtful, work hard and are fun to be
around. Her high school English teacher at
Westridge, Ed Raines, inspired her to go to
Princeton and become a teacher, and she
ultimately chose mathematics. When she’s
not teaching, she looks after two Pomeranian puppies, who are brother and sister.
Hathout named the female Fiona and, true
to her comparative literature roots, named
the male Darcy, after Mr. Darcy in Pride and
Prejudice.
CI Shelton, who teaches
9th and 10th grade literature at Prep, majored in
English and political science at Wabash College
and earned his MFA at
Hollins University. He says
he teaches “because I’m completely fascinated with the possibilities of language.

Literature, at its best and its core, has the
obligation to not only expose the truth
through artifice but also to teach us about
a better sense of our own humanity.” He
says Prep has an infectious energy and students and teachers who are compulsively
interested in nearly everything. “It’s that
sense of collaboration and inquisitiveness
that the community shares that is so refreshing,” he says. And adds, “The school
also has great food.”
Dr. Andrew Williams received his PhD in differential topology from USC,
where he taught differential equations in addition
to calculus. His passion for
mathematics dates back to
the 3rd grade, when his teacher encouraged
his curiosity and introduced him to “the
challenge of a good puzzle.” He likes working with his Prep calculus students, whom
he finds “fun and interesting, engaged in
the classroom and really motivated to understand the material for more than just the
grade.” His daughter, Victoria, just turned a
year old, and he’s looking forward to watching her grow up and learn about the world.

More new faces around campus:
Nicole Dalton is Prep’s new speech and
debate coach. She graduated from Seton
Hall University and earned an MFA from
Brandeis. She has been competing or
coaching on the national high school and
college debate circuits for the last 12 years.
Prep’s new web and marketing designer, Richard Feliciano, started work in
the Communications Department this fall.
He lives in South Pasadena and ran his own
business, Ally Studio, before coming to
Prep.
Lorna Horres joined the staff of the
External Affairs Department as development associate. She moved to LA from
Washington, DC, where she worked as
development services coordinator for the
Folger Shakespeare Library.
Prep also welcomed to campus a new
technical theater specialist, Dante Carr,
this fall.
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Prep Senior Crowned Tournament of Roses Queen
Two days after finding out she had been
named Tournament of Roses Queen, Erika
Winter ’16 attended the Flintridge Prep
Homecoming game straight from a Rose
Court event, just in time to cheer with
the Cheer and Dance team, get crowned
Homecoming princess at halftime and
meet up with the rest of the court for a
photo. It was also her birthday. Erika took
what might be considered the best week
ever—and the busiest—in stride.
This is a quality that everyone who
knows Erika agrees she possesses with
striking consistency. On a sunny day in November, she could be found eating lunch
with her friends on the Senior Patio. She
had a test in a few minutes, but she still had
time to talk. The interview quickly became
a group activity, with her classmates chiming in to describe her with words such as
natural, unflappable, down-to-earth and,
yes, goofy.
“My teachers, Mrs. Kimble and Mr.
Bachmann have been so good about
scheduling,” Erika says. “The entire community has been so supportive. And my
friends could not be more perfect. They
are all so excited for me and very helpful
whenever I miss school. They’re also great
at keeping me very grounded.”
Kelsey Fedde ’16 chimes in with a
laugh, “We write her notes of support.”
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Maybe all the grounding is part of the
reason she remains, as she puts it, “a very
silly, crazy, 18-year-old who still has to do all
of her homework and college applications.”
Faculty are equally effusive about Erika.
“One thing you have to say about
Erika is that she is full of personality,” says
Dean of Students Midge Kimble. “She understands how to maintain an even keel
while embracing her responsibilities on the
court.”
Dean of Faculty and art history teacher
Vanessa Walker-Oakes agrees. “She is a
fantastic communicator. She is professional
and graceful…yet also very warm and very
personable. She is energetic and enthusiastic, so her energy and contributions are
missed when she is gone.”
Now that she has met hundreds of
young girls as queen, Erika, who is both a
member of the Student Senate (she is the
middle school liaison) and a peer counselor, understands the extent of her reach
as a role model. She prefers to lead from
the back, representing the opinions of the
whole court along with her own. She also
values having a good attitude, enjoying the
moment, listening to what people have to
say and, above all else, being herself.
“I have realized that I’m a role model
in the same way that people like Kimberly
(Ostiller ’12) were a role model to me,” she

says. “I used to be shy, but as I got into high
school, I got more outspoken. I tell the kids
I meet, ‘Be yourself now, be confident.’ I
see myself now as the person I wanted to
be.”
Kimberly was a 2012 Rose Court Princess. After reading an Outlook article about
Kimberly, Erika learned that Kimberly
looked up to Queen Mary McCluggage ’07
in the same way that Erika admired Kimberly.
Diplomatic and practical, Erika is clearly proud of her work as a peer counselor
and loves working with younger students
both in her duties on the court and at
Prep. She made a vow to be the best role
model possible based on her own peer
counseling experience. And in describing
the steps she has taken to be a great peer
counselor, she responds matter-of-factly:
“Lots of candy. And talking to them.”
With this response her classmates on
the Senior Patio unanimously agree. Apparently, both the consistency and the
quality of her candy choices have made her
a peer counseling marvel.
But there’s more to it than that, according to 7th grade dean and Student Senate
advisor Rachael Madore ’05. Erika is truly on
call to support the people in her community. Madore says that in a recent Thanksgiving-themed peer counseling activity, one
student said, “I’m thankful to have the Rose
Queen’s cell phone number.”
Candy and phone calls are a simple
prescription, but they carry over nicely to
Erika’s duties as queen.
— Nicole Haims Trevor ’91

Replay
Cross Country Teams
Win State Titles
It was a historic year for Flintridge Prep
runners. The girls cross country team repeated as State champions, and the boys
team moved up the podium to secure first
place for the first time since 2004.
GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY

STATE CHAMPIONS
CIF CHAMPIONS
Coming off of a State title season, coaches
Jill Henry and Michael Roffina say the team
had an aura of “humble confidence.”
“Experience trumps everything else,”
Roffina says. “The attitudes were sharper,
the girls were more focused—there was a
feeling that a repeat was doable.”
Henry says team culture played a big
role this season, with the girls consistently
showing tenacity, discipline and dedication, but also kindness and sportsmanship.
Early season wins gave the girls confidence, but momentum really picked up
at the Stanford Invitational. Despite facing
elite competition that it wouldn’t see again
until much later in the season, the team
won the race, with Natalie O’Brien ’17 taking first place overall. The team continued
to develop its stride, hitting important mile
markers throughout the season, winning
Mt. SAC, coming in second behind Mayfield at League finals and taking first for the
third year in a row at CIF finals.
The girls were ready and confident going into the State meet. In the win, the
team set an all-time division record with a
time of 95:58.9 seconds. Sophie Gitlin ’18
came in seventh, followed by O’Brien, who
came in eighth.
Roffina and Henry are proud of the work
the girls put in this season. And with the
entire team returning next year, they are
looking forward to continuing to develop
the school’s cross country legacy.
MVP: Natalie O’Brien ’17
Coaches’ Award: Sophie Gitlin ’18
Most Improved: Natalia Matossian ’18,
Lauren Montes ’17, Haley Allen ’19
Biggest Nut: Izzy Wachtel ’18
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BOYS CROSS COUNTY

BOYS WATER POLO

STATE CHAMPIONS

LEAGUE CHAMPIONS

CIF CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
According to Coach Ingrid Herskind, the
road to the 2015 State title began 15 minutes after the State meet ended in 2014.
The 2014 season had been riddled with injuries and was capped off with a less than
satisfying third-place finish at State.
“We didn’t graduate anyone, so after suffering injuries, our goal was to get
strong and healthy over the summer,” Herskind says.
They did, and in the fall, the boys started their season with a string of intense
meets. Herskind says she wanted the team
to be prepared from the outset and to get
experience in big-meet scenarios. At the
Woodbridge Invitational, the team came in
10th against stout Division 1 competition,
showcasing its ability to run with the best.
The team went on to dominate much of
the season, coming in first at the Clovis Invitational and at Mt. SAC before notching
League and CIF first-place finishes.
“It was the same group of guys as last
year, but the team energy was completely
different,” Herskind says. “There was an
extra year of maturity and chemistry. They
supported each other and formed a brotherhood.”
In the State meet, the boys faced lofty
expectations and self-inflicted pressure—
and proved they were up to the challenge.
They won in dominant fashion, establishing
a new division record with a time of 79:40.8.
Jack Van Scoter ’16 came in second, setting a new school record with a time of
15:07.2.
The school also set a State cross country
record for podium finishes with 15—all of
them in the last 19 years under Herskind’s
leadership. The team graduates four senior
leaders but is poised to continue its dominance with several talented young runners.
Co-MVPs: Jack Van Scoter ’16,
Nikhil Poole ‘16
Coaches’ Award: Christopher Tan ‘17
Best Performance at State: Rab Moran ‘16
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GIRLS TENNIS
The girls tennis team started fresh this season with a new coach, Morisa Yang. The
team competed well in a building year,
securing a winning 9-8 record and going 5-6 in League. A defining win came
against Flintridge Sacred Heart Academy,
the 2014 Sunshine League Champions. In
a 9-9, 69-69, 4-2 match, the girls won in a
competitive tiebreaker. Yang says the win
set the tone for the season and served as a
benchmark for successful play. The season
was highlighted by impressive play from
Crystal Juan ‘18, who finished 40-5 (26-4
League) and was first alternate in the Prep
League Individual Tournament. She earned
Second-Team Singles All League honors.
“This season was a great start to what the
future holds for Prep tennis,” Yang says.
“We will continue to work hard to reach our
goal of gaining a berth into CIF and being
competitive in the Prep League.”
MVP: Crystal Juan ‘18
Coach’s Award: Tiana Lopez ‘18
Most Improved: Suha Chang ‘18

The boys water polo team (10-0 League,
19-6 overall) continued to build on its successes over the last few seasons by repeating as Prep League champions while going undefeated in League for the first time
since 1979. After cruising through the regular season, the team won its first playoff
game as a member of the CIF-SS Division
IV against Sonora. The teams kept it close,
but three goals by unanimous Prep League
MVP Sean King ’16 (also First-Team All
League and Second-Team All CIF), another
three from Evan Havunjian ‘17 (SecondTeam All League) and some critical stops
from goalie Greg Walsh ’16 (First-Team All
League) helped cement the 11-10 victory.
The Rebels went on to fall to the tournament’s number one seed and defending champion, Righetti High. While seniors
Walsh, King and Second-Team All League
Alexander Maletis ’16 made a key impact,
the future looks bright for the program.
First-Team All League Scott Fordham ’17
and Kasen Barraclough ’18 (also ThirdTeam All CIF) were major contributors to
the team’s success and will bring veteran
experience to next year’s squad.
MVP: Sean King ‘16
Coaches’ Award: Kasen Barraclough ‘18
Most Improved: Ian Tien ‘18

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
The girls volleyball team had a never-saydie attitude this season (2-10 League, 3-14
overall). Despite a tough year, the girls took
many of their matches to five games. “This
goes to show the amount of fight the kids
had from match to match,” says Coach
Sean Beattie. The season ended on a high
note with a win against Firebaugh, during
which every player on the roster was able
to contribute. Lauren Stiles ’16, one of the
team’s five seniors, earned Second-Team
All League honors for her play this season.
Beattie says contributions from younger
players, as well as a solid JV season, have
him excited about continuing to build the
program over the next few years.
MVP: Lauren Stiles ’16
Coaches’ Award: Jenna Colliflower ’16
Most Inspirational: Nicole Emmons ’16
FOOTBALL
The football team (1-2 League, 3-7 overall) showed a lot of heart in 2015, battling
through a tough season with grit and fortitude. “This was a season in which the team
and program fell short of expectations,”
says Coach Glen Beattie. “Despite the record, there were several memorable performances.”
He points to a 35-56 loss against Rio
Hondo, in which the Rebels refused to quit.
Quarterback Andrew Tsangeos ’16 teamed
up with Robbie Leslie ‘16 for 13 receptions,
230 yards and two touchdowns. Tsangeos
also rushed for 130 yards and two more
touchdowns. For the season, Tsangeos
earned Prep League offensive MVP, as well
as First-Team Offense All League honors.
Leslie and Arthur Chang ’16 also earned
First-Team All-League nods on the offense, while Mike Pearson ’16 and Danny
Chiarodit ’17 earned First Team All League
defense honors. Kole Hamane ’18 and
Payton Faulkner ’16 on the offense, along
with Aldridge Khin ’16 and Warren Hosseinion ’17 on the defense, were named to
the Second-Team All League. In 2016, the
Rebels will make a move back to their roots
as they field an 8-man football team.
James Wood MVP Award:
Andrew Tsangeos ’16
Tom Fry Award: Mike Pearson ‘16
Dan Lewis Award: Aldridge Khin ‘16
Joe Miller Award: Arthur Chang ‘16

JV SCOREBOARD
JV GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
6-6 League, 8-8 overall
Co-MVP:
Taylor Seid ’18
Co-MVP:
Elizabeth Penn ’19
Coaches Award:
Julia Gonzalez ’18
JV WATER POLO
5-5 League, 9-5 overall
MVP:
Conrad Oakes ‘18
Coaches Award:
Ryan Huntley ‘19
Most Improved:
Shivam Agarwal ‘18
JV BOYS CROSS COUNTRY
MVP:
Michael Maloney ‘17
Leadership Award:
Ross Chase ‘16
Best Newcomer:
Sebastian Evans ‘19
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Spotlight
Winter Music Concert
Sets Festive Tone

Fall Play Is More than a Few Laughs
Scott Myers decided that the school was
ready for The Man Who Came to Dinner.
“The past few fall plays were fun, but
a little ponderous—it was time to stage a
screwball comedy,” Myers says. “Our actors seemed to agree, showing up in large
numbers for auditions in early September.”
Set in Mesalia, Ohio, at Christmastime
in the 1930s, The Man Who Came to Dinner
is a hilarious comedy about a famously
arrogant radio personality who, after injuring himself, becomes an unexpected
houseguest with a prominent family.
To include as many students as possible in the production, the director (who
has produced more than 55 plays for the
school) double-cast eight principal roles, to
end up with 29 students in the production.
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“Since I had only worked with a double
cast once before, I was a little concerned
that we might compromise the closeness
and unity that characterize the culture of
our performing arts program,” Myers says.
“As soon as we began the rehearsal process, however, it was clear that the group
completely and absolutely supported each
other.”
Myers encouraged each cast to seek
unique interpretations of their roles and to
learn from each other. For several weeks
the casts rehearsed separately, then came
together to observe each other and support each cast’s performances.
“The result was quite satisfying,” Myers
says. “Two captivating shows, each with its
own interpretive truth and honesty.”

The Music Department set melody to the
holiday season at the 24th Annual Winter
Music Concert in December. The Jazz Rock
Ensemble, Jazz Band, Flintridge Singers, A
Cappella Club, 8th Grade Girls Chorus and
the Orchestra put together a festive show
featuring everyone’s favorite holiday hits.
Led by music teachers Steve Hill and
Jon Murray, the groups ensured that everyone in attendance got a good dose of
cheer—and that nearly everyone was humming “Jingle Bells” on their way out the
door.

Prep Dancers Go
Undercover
In a showcase of creativity and hard work,
dance students performed numbers inspired
by cover songs and remixes. Under the instruction of dance teacher Molly Mattei, students of all ages danced clever and rigorous
interpretations of a wide variety of songs,
from country to hip hop and everything in
between.
While several of the songs were well
known, some of the covers and mash-ups
were less familiar to parents, who packed
the house to see their kids perform. Some
students sang their own cover songs in a
preshow.
Rob Lewis, chair of the Performing
Arts Department, says of the repertoire,
“It displayed thought, narrative, discipline
and a deep passion through a collage of
movement. Such breadth and rigor are
awe-inspiring to witness and account for
the program’s heart, which Mrs. Mattei has
enriched.”
Students learned lifts and other complex choreography, while also mastering a
variety of dance styles, including modern
and jazz. Advanced dancers performed
their own choreography.

In Prepp'd the Underclassmen Take Center Stage
The winter play, Prepp’d: The Rebel-ution
of the Underclass, featured an ensemble
cast of 7th, 8th and 9th grade students. The
collaboratively written sketch format of the
show presented Prep culture from the perspective of the school’s newest members.
The inspiration for the show came
from performing arts teacher Jen Bascom’s
own experience as a new member of the
Prep community.
“As a new teacher at the school, I was
intrigued by the uniqueness of the Prep
culture,” she says. “I realized there was
comedy in our shared experiences.”
Bascom, who has a background in improvisational comedy, seized on the opportunity to collaborate with students as they
worked through ideas, jokes and songs
about what she calls “the daily surprises”
students encounter on the Prep campus.

No piece of Prep culture was too sacred for the students. Subjects included
lunch, the mascot, spirit points, dating,
fitting in, sports and balancing classwork
and activities. There was even a surprise
unicorn. The students gave honest, hilari-

ous and improvised performances that required audience participation—meaning
that everyone in the Miller Theater was
fully immersed in the wonderful world of
Flintridge Prep culture.
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Alumni News
1941

75th

reunion

SAVE THE DATE
April 9, 2016

1946

70th

reunion

1966–1968

1961

SAVE THE DATE
April 9, 2016

1949
JOHN RIDLAND has new
poems being published in
Hudson Review, Askew, Solo
Novo, Miramar, Light Quarterly
(online), Spectrum (UCSB) and
the anthology, Time Flies, Time
Stands Still: Poems in Honor
of Harry Duncan’s Centennial.
He did a poetry reading at
the Flintridge Bookstore in
La Cañada on Feb. 21, 2016.
BRUCE ARNOLD shared a
photo from the Class of 1949’s
25th reunion at Flintridge (with
Mr. Fasken pictured in the center). “Mr. Fasken was a wonderful history teacher, and we all
loved him. We have a scholarship fund in his honor.”

55th

reunion

SAVE THE DATE
April 9, 2016

CHRIS PETERSON wants
to know, “Where is TED
SWEETING?”
1962
VIC WHITE shares, “Jennifer
and I recently moved from
Mission Valley, San Diego, to
the Ocean Hills Country Club, a
55+ community, in Oceanside.
Although neither of us golf, we
love it here and have a ‘peekaboo’ view of the desalinization
plant in Carlsbad (and some of
the Pacific Ocean behind it). We
are now members of the Palomar UU Fellowship. I am in my
10th year as a Buddhist. Along
with three bicycles, we have two
cats (including a reformed feral
cat with one eye) and a sometimes barky (but well-loved)
little dog. No real children, but
we both are religious exploration teachers at the UU church
we attend. Last year, I went to

50th

reunion

SAVE THE DATE
HOMECOMING
October 2016

1968
JIM WELCH gave concerts
in June 2015 at Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris and at the
Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria.
While in Alsace, France, he
visited several historical pipe
organs and sites having to do
with Albert Schweitzer, whose
organ playing was the subject
of Jim’s doctoral dissertation at
Stanford. Jim’s wife, Deanne,
and two sons, Nicholas and
Jameson, joined him on this
trip; they also toured through
Germany and Switzerland. In
October he gave a recital at the
Cadet Chapel at West Point.

NIEL NATHASON recently
retired from his longtime position at USC but will continue on
a periodic basis as an emeritus
faculty member. “I’m trying
to get caught up on many
postponed personal, family and
household tasks, and traveling—this year to New Orleans
for a music festival, Seattle for
consulting, South Florida for
Caribbean food, music and
snorkeling, and Lake Tahoe for
kayaking and biking. I am also
enjoying our Southern California
beaches, desert and mountains
(we have a little place in Big
Bear but hadn’t been going
much!). I would like to see anyone who is around and wants to
visit. Be well.”
1971

45th

reunion
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1976

40th

reunion
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1981

35th

reunion
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SCOTT ALLEN’s oldest son,
Michael, started his sophomore
year at UNLV in the Hospitality
Management School. Scott’s
youngest son, Christopher, was
part of the 16U Gold Medal
Junior Olympics water polo
team. Christopher is a sophomore at Fullerton High School.

1951

65th

reunion

SAVE THE DATE
April 9, 2016

1956

60th

reunion
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Hue, Vietnam, to see what has
changed since 1968, when I
and the Marine Corps were in
Vietnam. I recommend everyone visit Vietnam and am very
glad I went back. At the end of
August, Jennifer and I will have
been married 45 years.”

1983
JENNIE LEE (SINE) released
her first book in January, titled
True Yoga: Practicing with
the Yoga Sutras for Happiness
and Spiritual Fulfillment. It is
an inspirational guide through
ancient yoga teachings, outlining how to overcome difficulties
and create enduring happiness.
Jennie is a yoga therapist living
in Hawaii and has shared the

healing benefits of classical
yoga and meditation with thousands of clients over the past
17 years. She coaches by phone
and Skype using the formula
she writes about in True Yoga
to help people conquer anxiety,
depression, grief, post-traumatic
stress, attention issues, eating disorders and relationship
challenges. In her free time, she
surfs and hikes with her husband
and teenage son.

1988
STEVE BATTAGLIA says:
“CHUCK HAAKE stopped by
for a visit before starting a new
job as in-house counsel for
an international trade group
in Washington, DC. He uses
his prodigious debate skills in
the federal courtrooms daily.
‘Prep prepared me well,’ Chuck
explained over a plate of spicy
Buffalo wings. ‘I debated the
likes of (former Sierra Madre
Mayor) JOSH MORAN in high
school, and that guy was as
difficult as any attorney I have
encountered in trial.’ Chuck still
keeps fit and listens to books on
tape. He and his wife, Kourtney,
live in Northern Virginia with
their three children.”

BIJAN KARIMI completed a
master’s degree in security studies from the Naval Postgraduate
School in September. He works
for the San Francisco Department of Emergency Management and was helping get the
city ready to host Super Bowl 50.
JOHN WALLACE traveled
to Denmark with his family. They
are pictured (below) at Hamlet’s
Castle.

1992
SANJAY DALUVOY founded
the World Children’s Initiative,
which focuses on children’s
health and education in developing countries. Read more
about him on page 11.
ARLENE MOORADIAN ZENIAN, her husband, Arthur and
big brothers Aiden, 5, and Ashton, almost 3, welcomed Amalia
Zenian to the family on Aug. 10,
2015. Arlene left her position as
an elementary school principal
to stay at home with the kids for
a while but is hoping to go back
into educational administration
as soon as possible.
1994

1991
1986

30th

reunion

25th

reunion
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JASON PEARL shares, “I have
had a very happy marriage since
1993. We have three daughters: Olivia, 17, Gabrielle, 14,
and Elena, 12, and a successful
‘no employees’ business. My
hobbies include French boxing
(savate) and video games.”
In December, CRISTINA
PEREZ GONZALEZ returned
to campus to do an assembly
for the student body. She talked
about the deep influence of
her parents in her career as an
immigration attorney, Emmywinning television personality
and author. During most of her
time with students, she tackled
tough questions about immigration reform. She told students,
“The questions you are asking
prove that this generation will
change things.”

SAVE THE DATE
April 9, 2016

Roll Over Your IRA to Flintridge Prep

STEVE REA recently
launched Acumen Wine (www.
acumenwine.com), which has
been incredibly well received.
He also got married in August
and is living happily in Napa.
1990
GREG AHN would like to invite
any Rebels to come visit his
new boutique winery, Folktale
Winery & Vineyards, in Carmel.
The winery recently opened to
the public.
CHRIS BRYAN founded
Education First, a nonprofit that
provides college scholarships
for low-income students. Read
more about him on page 10.

If you are 70 ½ or older and taking mandatory income
distributions from your IRA, you can avoid the income
tax generated by these distributions by directing a gift
directly from your IRA to Flintridge Prep. You can direct up
to $100,000 per year—it’s a great estate planning tool.
Contact Lakshmi Dastur-Johnson:
ldastur-johnson@flintridgeprep.org.
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GABRIELA NUÑEZ is happy to
announce the birth of her first
baby, Orion Santiago NuñezOrozco. He was welcomed to
the world on May 21. “From the
hospital at USC/Verdugo Hills,
baby had a view of the same
gorgeous San Gabriel mountain
range his mama looked at and
enjoyed every school day at
Prep.”

1995
NOAH GARRETT (below) has
become quite the open-water
swimmer. In August, after many
months of serious training,
Noah successfully completed
the open-water swim crossing
from Catalina Island to Palos
Verdes. The journey was over 20
miles of unassisted swimming,
wearing only speedos, a cap
and goggles. The swim started
at midnight under a full moon
in less than favorable weather
conditions. Noah had four
friends as support crew kayaking
and assisting the escort boat.
His sister, MEGAN GARRETT
’97, served on the escort boat
as his crew chief. Noah finished
with an amazing time of 9 hours
49 minutes. Since 1927, this feat
has been achieved by less than
400 people who come from
around the world to attempt
it! On top of this, he was just
named the 2015 Top Male Overall winner in open-water swimming of the Southern Pacific
Masters Swimming organization,
which represents swimmers who
are 18 years and older in all of
California and parts of Nevada.
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1998
AMY SHIRK shares, “This July,
I had the amazing opportunity
to work as an athletic trainer
for Team American Samoa as it
participated in the 2015 Pacific
Games held in Port Moresby,
Papua New Guinea. The games
are like the Olympics for Pacific
Island nations: two weeks of
competition held every four
years. It was the first time American Samoa had traveled with an
athletic trainer. I worked with another athletic trainer to care for
the 120 athletes making up nine
teams competing in the games.
It was an awesome experience,
filled with amazing people and
memories. I look forward to
the chance to travel with Team
American Samoa again in 2019,
when the games will be held in
Tonga.”

FLORA PAPPAS DARBY
shares, “On Dec. 23, 2014, a
rather large 10 lb., 4oz. Ariston
Paul Darby (below) joined big
brother Leander. My two little
dudes are quite impressed with
each other, and we have our
fingers crossed they will stay
that way!”

JEFF MILLER passed the
Virginia bar exam and is an attorney in the Richmond, VA, firm
of Harman, Claytor, Corrigan
& Wellman, where he primarily
practices insurance defense.
More importantly, the newest
Miller, Helen (below), says hello!

NOELLE ITO is the vice
president of programs for Asian
Americans/Pacific Islanders in
Philanthropy, a national membership organization dedicated
to increasing charitable investments for underserved AAPIP
communities. Read more about
her on page 10.
MATTHEW LINDER (below)
and his wife, Jannet, welcomed
Thomas Taehyun Linder to their
family on Nov. 12, 2015. He joins
his older brother Andrew Takumi
Linder (2) as the only grandchildren on both sides of the family.
Both children are named after
past members of the Flintridge
Prep community. Andrew is
named in memory of ANDREW
TORRES ‘98 and Thomas is
named in memory of Thomas
Fry. Matt has coached football
at Prep since 2007.

1999
ELISE LOVEJOY and her husband, Quinn, welcomed their
baby boy, Crosby Baker, on Oct.
9. “He’s a beautiful, happy boy,
and we are elated! Also, my
company, Express Readers, is in
its second year and is already in
two school districts (Alhambra
and Burbank), multiple private
schools in the Southern California area and even in Texas.
Express Readers is a reading
program based on inspiring
confidence and enthusiasm in
young readers, and the results
have been incredible!”

On Oct. 28, JAIMIE SMITH
MCBREATY welcomed twins
Addison and Britton into the
world.

TARYN SOKOLOW
RODIGHIERO was just named
one of Hawaii’s Bikini Barons by
Hawaii Business magazine, and
her company KaiKini Bikinis was
recognized as Hawaii’s largest
swimwear manufacturer!

In February 2015, CHAS TERHUNE moved to Houston, TX,
where he is a geologist working
in the environmental sector on
contaminated land.
2001

15th

reunion
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2002
MICHAEL ROBISON shares,
“After four years at the Naval
Academy and eight years in
the Marine Corps, I am now a
civilian again for the first time
since leaving Prep. I currently
live in Chicago, where I work
in marketing while also taking
MBA classes at Chicago Booth.
Even after majoring in econ for
undergrad and taking classes at
Booth, I’ve yet to find an instructor that can explain diminishing
marginal returns to utility better
than Mr. Ruch did at Prep. I still
remember the utility he said he
gained from that first sip of beer
at the end of the day.”
ADAM MANSFIELD (below)
writes, “Things have been
very exciting and productive
for me recently. On April 26, I
got engaged to my girlfriend,
Samantha Josephs, in front of
Disney Concert Hall, and then I
threw a surprise party for her at
Perch in DTLA. It was attended
by several of my friends from
Prep. Sam and I met on Tinder
and we were recently featured
in an article on Refinery29.com
(www.refinery29.com/tinder-appengagements#slide-3). Make
sure you check out both slides in
the article for the full story. This
summer I produced the second
season of Bachelor in Paradise,
which aired in August on ABC. I
am currently working on a new
show for VH1 called Love at First
Kiss, which will air in October.”

On June 6, 2015, WILL
BIRNIE (below, left) married
Jace Hadfield at the Pasadena
University Club. JEN HEIL and
her husband, Hal, spoke at
the ceremony. Will’s sister,
CAROLINE BIRNIE ’04, was
in the wedding party.		

Alumni Holiday Party at Ix Tapa Cantina
A few hundred alumni hit Old Town Pasadena’s Ix Tapa
Cantina for an all-ages party. This annual holiday party is
always a great time for alumni to mix and to visit with Peter
Bachmann and other faculty.

CRIS RAMON was named
No. 5 on the Huffington Post’s
“40 Under 40 Latinos in Foreign
Policy” list. He is a senior
research associate at Hanover
Research.
2003
KATIE KIMBLE GROOMS and
Tyler Grooms were thrilled to
welcome their daughter, Eleanor
Anne Grooms, on Dec. 23, 2015,
in Austin, TX. Katie’s sister,
MEGAN KIMBLE ’04, and her
parents got to spend lots of
time with the newest member
of their family (below) during
the holidays.

CAIA VERMEUL-TABACK
writes, “Since graduating
from Prep, I have been heavily
involved in different activist and
health organizations spreading
awareness, status testing and
prevention education of HIV/
AIDS. In 2006, I traveled to
Tanzania, Africa, where I taught
25

ALUMNI REUNITE

December 26
Whether alumni were there as athletes, comedians,
shopping for internships or back on campus to catch
up with one another, Dec. 26 was jam-packed with
activities for alumni. And the Prep community turned
up in droves, exchanging hugs, business cards and
snapping photos on their iPhones in an all-day celebration of the extended Flintridge Prep family.
Alumni Sports Day
From soccer and water polo to volleyball and basketball, there was a feeling of competition and celebration in the air. Athletes and fans shared in the thrill of
the game while reminiscing with each other between
plays. There was a healthy representation of alumni
from the last few years, however, the turnout represented four decades of Prep graduates.
At halftime of the basketball game, the 2007 girls
basketball team and coaches were honored. This
team, which won the Prep League championship,
went to the CIF Southern Section finals for the first
time in school history. While the team has had several playoff showings since, the 2007 team is still the
only team to make it to the big show. Many of the
athletes honored were from the Class of 2010, back
in town to celebrate their fifth reunion.
ComedySportz
The alumni squeaked past the current students in
a ComedySportz face-off. The annual tradition was
fiercely competitive and uproariously hilarious.
Alumni Networking Event
At an event jointly hosted by the Flintridge Prep
Fathers Club and the Alumni Relations office, alumni
in college networked with one another, as well as
with older alumni and parents. The participants
learned about summer internship opportunities,
many of them paid, at several top organizations.
Find out more about internships sponsored by the
Fathers Club at www.fpfcinternships.com. If you
would like to sponsor an internship, contact
Co-Director of Alumni Relations Colleen Bissner at
cbissner@flintridgeprep.org.
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prevention and awareness with
a small group of students. Last
year, I was elected to the board
of directors for the International
Alliance for the Prevention of
AIDS, focusing on awareness
and fundraising through our online presence and social media
outlets. I also serve a local HIV/
AIDS charity in Phoenix, the SW
Center for HIV AIDS, formerly
Phoenix Body Positive.” Caia
welcomes alumni to contact her
if they are interested in volunteering to support HIV prevention and awareness.
Almost exactly 18 years since
they met each other at Prep in
7th grade, ROB BACHMANN,
SETH HORWITZ and MATT
JOHNSON each got married
less than three months apart
in the fall. The weddings—in
Berkeley, San Francisco and
Newburyport, MA, respectively,
each had many fellow members
of the class of ‘03 in attendance,
and all three wedding parties
were filled to the brim with Prep
alumni. (Right, top to bottom:
Bachmann, Horwitz, Johnson.)
MARIKA PIDAY-WARREN
(below) recently completed her
post-graduate program at USC
and is now a Doctor of Philosophy in Cinematic Arts.

2004
ALEX COHEN was named one
of the “30 Rising PR Stars 30 &
Under” by industry publication
PR News. Alex, a resident of San
Francisco, is director of corporate marketing at Apttus, a Bay
Area software company.

T.C. SCOTTON received his
MD from the Keck School of
Medicine of USC on May 16. He
is now a resident physician at
the UCLA Psychiatry Residency
Program.
KURT HOFER (right) and
Emily Hofer are delighted to
welcome Charlotte Marianne
Hofer into the world. He says,
“She decided to join us on Dec.
24, 2015, which was perfect,
because lots of family was in
town to meet her, including
proud uncle SCOTT HOFER ’05.”
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Alumni Make GIVING TUESDAY
a Huge Success
Thanks to alumni, on Dec. 1, Prep received more gifts in
one day—on Giving Tuesday—than ever before in history.
A group of alumni committed $100,000 to the school if 100
alumni, 25 of them new donors, donated on Giving Tuesday.
Prep graduates doubled this goal, with 205 donations, 36
from new donors. Thank you to all of you who rallied your
classmates and made donations! The following alumni
joined together to contribute the $100,000 match:
Anonymous, Aundrea Basha Amine ’85, Alex Blecksmith ’97
and the JP Blecksmith Leadership Foundation, Ted Chester
’74, Jeff Crawford ’86, Alex Durairaj ’86, Glenn Leisure ’72
and parent John Leisure, Megan Garrett ’97, Noah Garrett
’95, Garrett Ohara ’84, John Plumb ’64, Vas Sarma ’89, Elizabeth Thornton Scully ’85, Karin Berger Stellar ’89, Ned Sutro
’64, Clayton Varga ’76, Mark Wells ’60, and John Wong ’85.

SARAH SMOCK
PRESTWOOD (below) and her
husband, Tyler, welcomed their
son Asher Jacob on June 19.
When he was three months old
they had the privilege of taking
him to Israel and Jordan. He
is a super traveler and a very
sweet baby. Sarah lives with her
family in the Bay Area, where
she teaches chemistry, just like
Mr. Herroon, one of her old
favorites at Prep.

2005
JAMIE TIJERINA completed
her MBA at Drexel University
in June 2015 and moved back
to Los Angeles after nearly
a decade on the East Coast.
“I enjoyed my time there but
it is great to be back and
spending time with family and
friends here.”
28

Since May 2014, GENNY
COOK LEWIS and her husband,
Stephen, have been serving
in Paraguay as Peace Corps
volunteers working in community economic development.
Find out more about Genny’s
journey on page 11, and visit her
blog: http://gennyandstephen.
blogspot.com/.”
2006
CAITLIN BARRY and DANIEL
MCLAUGHLIN ’08 (below)
coincidentally both teach middle school at Westside Neighborhood School in Playa Vista,
CA. Caitlin teaches English and
Daniel teaches social studies.
This year, they will also be teaching advisory together!
AUSTIN RAINES graduated
from UC Hastings in May with a
degree in law.

2007
Flintridge Prep librarian Sue
Hodge shares, “Reggie Ursettie and I were lucky enough
to have a visit with JESSICA
LENG, KIRSTIE JEFFRIES, and
CARI JEFFRIES ’10. Cari is at
Stanford Law School, Kirstie is
a digital marketer in Sydney,
Australia, and Jessica is a pastry
cook at the Chez Panisse! We so
love these ladies!”

KATE TUCCI is currently in
the middle of her fourth year
working as part of the production team for American Idol. “I
started midway through season
12 as an office PA and have, over
the years, been given more opportunities and responsibilities
with the show. I am currently an
associate producer and directly
support our senior supervising
producers, primarily working
with contestants. I get the chance
to know the contestants as
performers, along with the rest
of America who is watching, but
I also get to know them as real,
non-performing people, which
is a very cool experience. After
this season wraps, I’m looking
forward to taking the skills I have
acquired over the past four years
to a new production.”
2008
RMAX GOODWIN regaled
Prep students with a magic
show this fall. He performed all
sorts of awe-inducing tricks that
had the audience both baffled
and impressed. After the show,
he paused for a photo with
classmates JACKIE SWAIDAN
and CLAIRE KINDER.

In August, KYLE EDWARDS
completed her PhD in public
health at Oxford and started
her first year at Yale Law School.
A highlight of the fall semester was a visit from DANIEL
MCLAUGHLIN!
CHRISTINA KABA and
Kevin Canini got married on a
very rainy day this summer and
celebrated at Descanso Gardens. “It was awesome! CHRIS
ELLIS ’10 did the gorgeous
photography! I am finishing my
pre-clinical years of med school
at George Washington University
and will be studying for Step
1 very, very soon...Good luck
wishes and care packages gratefully accepted.”

AMIRA POLACK just
wrapped up two years at SAP,
an enterprise software company.
“At SAP, I was a corporate social
responsibility specialist, then
led the company’s global communications campaign around
youth empowerment, and
ultimately landed a role supporting the CEO. I recently started
a new role at Kespry—a start-up
building commercial-grade
drones for construction and
mining—where I am creating the
company’s after-sales operations.
For my work, I’ve been named
to Forbes’ ‘Self-Made Women’
list and have written for Forbes
and the World Economic Forum.
I chair the board of the Foundation for Student Communication, also known as Princeton
University’s Business Today. I will
be starting at Harvard Business
School next year.”

After graduating from
Flintridge Prep, BROOKE
HARMON attended NYU, where
she graduated with a degree in
music business. After learning
the technical side of the industry, she returned back to performance, expanding to all areas of
entertainment. While pursuing
her passion for acting and
performance, she works three
jobs to support herself. She
recently completed her training to become an official Wish
Granter with the Make-A-Wish
Foundation and also supports
the Meriwether Foundation,
which helps provide support for
youth in Africa. In December,
Brooke represented Los Feliz as
a participant in the Miss California USA competition.

FIVE AND TEN

Classes of 2005 and 2010 Reunite
Plenty of hugs were exchanged as the graduates from the Classes of 2005 and 2010 reunited on
campus. The alumni recalled their favorite memories and talked about what they are up to now,
all while drinking legally on campus and listening to the greatest jams of the last decade.

2005

2010

2009
In November 2015, JACKIE
REYES BLACKSON married
Daniel Blackson in Altadena,
CA, and had an all-Prep League
bridal party. Classmates KATIE
LEAVENS and ERIN LOADVINE
served as bridesmaids, while
the maid of honor is a Chadwick
alum. CHRIS ELLIS ’10 was the
photographer for the event.
Jackie and Dan currently live in
Houston, TX.
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ALUMNI-IN-COLLEGE

Thanksgiving Open House
The day before Thanksgiving, Prep alumni in college returned
to their high school home to catch up—in real life—with
classmates and friends.
SARAH TURCHAN married
Trevor DeVore at the Petersen
Automotive Museum on Jan.
3, 2016 (above). Prep alumni
in the wedding party included
THOMAS TURCHAN ‘14,
Trevor Turchan ’17, and KATIE
LEAVENS ‘09. Sarah and her
husband live in San Jose, where
Sarah is a Board Certified
Behavior Analyst working with
autistic children for Intercare
Therapy, and her husband is a
Software Developer for Cisco.
2010
JILL MARUCUT is currently
working full-time as a union
organizer for SEIU Local 1000,
one of the largest public sector
unions in California. She is also
working part-time as a model,
mostly doing runway shows
for various Los Angeles-based
designers. Her other projects
include working as a media host
for red carpet events in Filipino

American communities and
working on various investigative
documentaries.
REBECCA WEE works at
Ignis Community, a nonprofit
in Pasadena that designs and
builds community-based facilities in China, North Korea and
the Amazon. Read more about
her on page 11.
2011
After competing four seasons
for the University of North
Carolina, BROOKE ELBY
recently signed to the Boston
Breakers, a women’s professional soccer team.
2013
In his third year at Macalaster,
KAREEM ISMAIL is looking to
build off two strong basketball
seasons in which he earned AllFreshman and All-MIAC honors.

Class Notes Wanted
Submit Class Notes any time to alumni@flintridgeprep.org or
by phone, 818.949.5526. Email digital images (JPEG or TIFF, 300
dpi resolution, size 5x7 inches) or send photo prints to Flintridge
Prep’s Office of Alumni Relations. News and photos may be reprinted in PrepTalk and/or our alumni web pages, depending on
image quality and space availability.
PrepTalk reserves the right to edit class notes, primarily for
length and style considerations, though also for clarity and redundancy. Class note entries are not fact-checked for accuracy, nor
should their inclusion in the magazine be considered an endorsement from the school.
Please contact
Jacqueline Epley Tegart ’97, Co-Director of Alumni Relations
alumni@flintridgeprep.org
telephone 818.949.5526
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2014
ETHAN STREET spent a month
abroad in Spain for his Boston
College class called Self-Knowledge and Discernment. While
there, his class walked 230 miles
along the Camino de Santiago.
“I am now interning at 20th Century Fox for the Virtual Reality
Department and healing all my
blisters from the camino.”

TEAGAN GEORGE was
promoted to supervisor at the
UC Santa Barbara Office of
Development, Annual Fund.
The Annual Fund supports 160
campus departments, student
programs and scholarships at
UC Santa Barbara.
2015
CHRIS BRUMMETT started writing for the Daily Nebraskan the
first week of his freshman year
and hasn’t stopped since.
DYLAN COON is settling
into Boston and diving right into
business school classes. Business Law is a favorite!
Fordham University’s DIEGO
DELGADO claimed the Sept.
14 Northern Division Rookie of
the Week honors for water polo.
He plays alongside ETHAN
VANDEVENTER ’14.
MILES HARBER is currently attending the University of
Michigan, where he’s working on
balancing mechanical engineering while playing club water
polo. He is working on a special
project team that will build
either a solar car or Baja Racer,
and he also rock climbs on the
weekends. Miles is also fitting
in a football game at the Big
House now and then.
LAUREN HEKMAN is a
freshman at UCLA and a pledge
in the Alpha Phi Sorority.

IN MEMORIAM
F. DANIEL FROST ’40 passed away on Feb. 25,
2015. He was Commissioner General at Prep his
senior year and went on to serve in the Army
during World War II. Dan attended Harvard and
went on to law school at the University of Arizona,
eventually volunteering at Prep as legal counsel
and teaching classes. When Prep’s Alumni Association was organized in 1950, Dan was named
its first president. He became one of the most
prominent lawyers in Los Angeles; he was the
first elected managing partner of the law firm of
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, which he expanded nationally before retiring as a senior partner in 1988.
He also served as a board member of the Times
Mirror Corporation.
Dan moved to Kennewick, WA, after retirement and found a second career there and in
Hereford, TX, because, as he said, “farming and
ranching are in my blood.” He was active in
creating the Hispanic Academic Achievement
Program in Eastern Washington and personally funded college educations for more than 20
young Hispanic students. In addition to his wife,
Sue, Dan is survived by his children, including
Polly Frost; and grandchildren Melissa Frost,
Jakob Enga and Elisa Daus. He was preceded
in death by a son, Daniel Frost; brother, Thomas
Frost; and sisters, Barbara Harkness and Alice
Kennedy.
LAWRENCE WAI LEUNG ’99 died Sept. 7, 2015.
He was his class salutatorian and graduated from
the University of California, Berkeley, where he
studied electrical engineering and computer science. He lived in Bellevue, WA, and worked as a
software engineer for Zulily. Lawrence is survived
by his partner, Laura, and parents, Ricki and Ellena
Leung. Scott Myers remembers, “I was surprised
and pleased when Larry auditioned for Boy Meets
Girl, a screwball comedy from the 1930s. To see
him play the role of a flamboyant radio announcer,
about as different as we could imagine from his
day-to-day persona, was very amusing—and very
wonderful.”

CHARLES “KICKER” MCKENNEY ’56 passed
away Aug. 27, 2015. The Pasadena native is
remembered for his sense of humor and his work
to preserve the city he grew up in and loved.
Charles, a former Pasadena city councilman,
co-founded the Arlington Garden in Pasadena
with his wife of 45 years, Betty McKenney. At
Prep, Kicker was a member of the student senate
and an outstanding athlete. During his senior
year, he captained the varsity basketball team
and played football, golf, tennis and volleyball.
He graduated from Stanford and earned his
law degree from USC. A preservation-minded
city councilman of Pasadena from 1972-78, he
advocated for the protection of the Arroyo Seco
and the streetscape of South Orange Grove Boulevard. In addition to his wife, he is survived by
his children, Stephen (Maria), Brendan, and Sara
Gillissie (Mike), and five grandchildren.
H. Barbara Cutler, who taught drawing and
painting at Prep from 1985 to 2003, passed away
on Sept. 22, 2015. Cutler taught at Prep during an
era of huge expansion of the arts on campus, and
the school benefitted not only from her teaching but also from her rich network within the Los
Angeles art community. She is remembered as a
world traveler, dancer and feminist whose art was
vibrant, challenging traditional ideas about the
natural world and awakening new associations
about life and matter. She is survived by her children Keith (Edie), Lorna (Guillermo) Veliz, Lloyd
(Cindy), grandchildren Jackson, Lisa, Sara, Scott
& Joel, siblings Gloria (Leon) Harris and Ken
(Jessie) Goldsmith and her beloved dog, Charlie.
Jan Panajotovic, mother of Sean ’17, passed
away Aug. 17, 2015. Jan was a homemaker who
worked part-time in real estate and full-time as
a loving mother to her children. Born in Phichit,
Thailand, she held an MS in finance from the
University of Colorado at Denver.
She leaves her husband, Eric, whom she
married in 1996, Sean, daughter, Lauren, a
freshman at Mayfield, as well as her mother,
sisters Siriporn, Ranida, Sunida and Supatporn,
and brothers Tanarak and Tanakit.
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PREP’S NEW MASTER PLAN

Give today, transform tomorrow.
Proposed Norris
Auditorium Atrium
Proposed Solar Panels

Proposed
Solar Panels
Proposed
Rooftop
Garden

Proposed
Parking Structure

Proposed Center for
Collaborative Learning

The Campus of the Future
A recently commissioned Master Plan imagines a Prep
campus transformation over the next two decades.
Development will begin following the successful conclusion
of the Phase I Transforming the Future: Enrich, Inspire,
Ignite campaign. Help us get there by making your
gift today.

flintridgeprep.org/giving
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THE DOANE M. LOWERY SOCIETY

Plan your gift and
perpetuate the mission
of Flintridge Prep
Named for Flintridge Prep’s founder and first
president, the Doane M. Lowery Society
recognizes individuals who take the step to
include Flintridge Prep in their estate plans.
Including Flintridge Prep in your estate plans
may secure a number of valuable benefits for you
and the school. There are a variety of gift options
that offer tax and income benefits for you and
your heirs while providing for Flintridge Prep at
the same time.
The Doane M. Lowery Society was established to
recognize individuals who provide for Flintridge
Prep in their estate plans or through other
deferred gift arrangements such as charitable
gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts,
life insurance policies, retirement plan assets
and real estate. For more information, contact
Lakshmi Dastur-Johnson, Director of External
Affairs, at 818.949.5524.
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Flintridge Preparatory School seeks to nurture in
its students the knowledge, critical skills, community
values and creativity essential for an engaged,
balanced and responsible life.

Stay Connected
Flintridge Preparatory School
4543 Crown Avenue
La Cañada Flintridge, CA 91011
Phone: 818.790.7737
Fax: 818.790.7406
E-mail: communications@flintridgeprep.org

Doane M. Lowery
Founder and First President
Flintridge Preparatory School
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